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What is complexity?

I No clear definition.

I Emergent/evolutionary properties (stable/structural
features of complete system)

I Systems that doen’t converge/limit/explode – chaos

I Artificial intelligence/neural nets
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A simple macro model
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Pseudo-goodwin cycles

E. Stockhammer, J. Michell, Pseudo-Goodwin cycles in a Minsky model,

Cambridge Journal of Economics, Volume 41, Issue 1, 1 January 2017,

Pages 105–125, https://doi.org/10.1093/cje/bew008
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Another Minsky model ..

http://www.postkeynesian.net/downloads/events/Jump_et_al_2017.pdf
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Agent based models

I “Agents” follow rules

I Agents react to their environment

I The “environment” changes as a result of agents’ behaviour

I State switching, e.g. behaviour change from fundamental
trader to chartist

I Matching – agents interact locally

I Emergent properties

I Equilibrium either absent or emergent
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The Schelling model

Source: Mingarelli (2021)
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https://towardsdatascience.com/schellings-model-of-racial-segregation-4852fad06c13
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AB in macro

I (non-AB) macro models solved and/or simulated as system
of simultaneous equations
I Inter-temporal price equilibrium in NK models
I Current period S = I equilibrium condition in PK models,

LR stock-flow equilibrium from simulation.
I AB macro models usually simulated incrementally (no

short-run equilibrium)
I Some progress on analytical AB, both NK and PK
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AB macro design

I Types of agents, (e.g. different type of households/firms)

I Distributions of e.g.
I agents

I endowments (skills, capital, technology)
I income
I financial assets and liabilities

I Sequencing of actions and transactions
I Aggregation and feedback from environment to agents

(markets, government)
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Keynesian consumption multiplier

C = cY

Y = C + I

Y =
I

1 + c
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AB Keynesian consumption multiplier

I N discrete consumers with consumption functions
Ci = ciαiY , with i in 1, 2 ... N

I Propensities to consume c1, c2, ... , cn

I shares of national income α1, α2, ... , αn

I E.g. if consumer 3 has propensity to consume c3 = 0.7 and
share of income α3 = 0.1 then C3 = 0.07Y
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AB Keynesian consumption multiplier

C = ĉY

ĉ =

N∑
i=1

ciαi

Y =
I

1 + ĉ
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AB Keynesian consumption multiplier

I Total consumption depends on distributions of income and
propensities to consume

I Changes to agent behavour (propensity to consume) affects
“environment” (aggregate demand).

I Changes in aggregate demand affect all agents behaviour
(incomes change)

I This is a trivial example – excludes many “complex”
features
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Example: Michell (2014)

I Simple model

I Heterogenous firms, aggregated household sector and
simple horizontalist banking sector

I Kaleckian investment functions

I Monopoly tendency: demand allocated according to size of
firm (capital stock)

I Stochastic anti-monopoly process (random reallocation of
demand)

Working paper version:

https://www.postkeynesian.net/working-papers/1412/
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New Keynesian RANK/HANK models

Heterogeneous agent New Keynesian models (HANK) developed
from representative agent New Keynesian models (RANK)

I Single consumer optimising over lifetime income in GE
framework

I Reacts strongly to interest rate changes, exogenous shocks

I Reacts little to short run changes in income

I Not strongly supported by empirical evidence

I No role for inequality: assumes that macro is not
distributional
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Where did RANK go wrong?

”Approxiate aggregation” result (Krusell and Smith, 1998)

Approximate aggregation ... has led many
economists to conclude that aggregate dynamics in rep-
resentative and heterogeneous agent models are essen-
tially equivalent. This is ... innacurate.

The high sensitivity of consumption to interest rates
is not well supported by micro or macro data. ... Con-
sumption is not very responsive to changes in interest
rates ...

(Kaplan and Violante, 2018, p. 171-172)
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Where did RANK go wrong?

This collective body of evidence on MPCs points to-
wards 1) sizeable average MPCs out of small unantic-
ipated, transitory income changes; 2) larger MPCs for
negative than for positive income shocks; 3) small MPCs
in response to announcements about future income gains
and 4) substantial heterogeneity in MPCs that is corre-
lated with access to liquidity. None of these four features
are in line with the consumption behaviour in represen-
tative agent models.

(Kaplan and Violante, 2018, p. 172)
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Where did RANK go wrong?

At the core of the RANK stands an aggregate Euler
equation whose empirical failure has been widely docu-
mented, in particular in a series of celebrated papers by
Campbell and Mankiw (1989, 1990, 1991)

(Bilbiie, 2020)
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TANK and HANK

I Two agent (TANK) and heterogenous agent (HANK) NK
models

I Heterogenous households

I Distribution of MPCs

I Requires additional assumption to prevent all households
optimising (infinite) lifetime income by lending/borrowing:
I some agents are ”hand to mouth” (ad hoc)
I some agents are credit constrained (ad hoc)
I Otherwise, in line with RANK:
I Rational expectations inter-temporal optimisation
I Loanable funds (saving determines investment in LR)
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What’s the difference?

I Higher average MPCs

I Higher sensitivity to short run income changes

I Lower sensitivity to interest rates

I Resonse to change in rates occurs indirectly via Y

I Depends on fiscal policy (no Ricardian equivalence)

I Fiscal multipliers greater than 1 (in short run)

I Otherwise, in line with RANK:
I Exogenous (preferences-driven) long-run equilibrium path
I Policy reacts to exogenous shocks
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PK/heterodox AB-SFC models

I Part of a broader heterodox agent-based literature
including substantial contributions from Dosi, Delli Gatti,
Gallegati, Ricetti and co-authors.

I Delli Gatti and Dawid (2018) provide a comprehensive
survey

I Dosi et al’s “Keynes-Schumpeter” framework.

I Salle and Seppecher’s JAMEL (Java Agent Based
MacroEconomic Laboratory)

I Richiardi’s “JAS-mine” (Java Agent-based Simulation
Library)

I Large-scale models such as EURACE, intended for policy
use

I Not all explicitly SFC (accounting not always clear), or
explicitly PK (role of aggregate demand not always clear)
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PK/heterodox AB-SFC models

I Attempts to integrate PK-SFC models a la Godley and
Lavoie with agent-based features.

I Economies are evolutionary systems characterised by
emergent properties

I Heterogeneous agents

I Bounded rationality, local information and interaction

I Stochastic elements

I Path dependence

I Emergent properties (macro) as a result of interactions
between agents (micro)

I Embedded in SFC monetary accounting framework
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PK/heterodox AB-SFC models

I Applications
I Inequality
I Financial structure and fragility
I Innovation
I Firm entry-exit
I Market process

I Issues
I Analytically very difficult
I Large number of parameters to calibrate
I Numerical simulations hard to analyse systematically
I Presentation of results is challenging
I Interpretation of results is challenging
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Example: Caiani et al (2016, 2018)

I Large complex multi-sector model

I Macro structure:
I Heterogenous sectors

I Households
I Firms (two or more types)
I Banks

I Government
I Central Bank

I Markets
I Consumption goods: HH – Firms
I Capital goods: firms – firms
I Labour market: HH – firms/gov
I Credit market: firms – banks
I Deposit market: HH – banks
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